1st dam

VELOCITY VESPA p, 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:52.2s, 1:49f; '16 ($414,727) 47 wins, by I SCOOT HANOVER p, 3, 1:51.3f. BT 1:50.3s-'00. At 2, winner of INSS-Silver leg at Indiana Downs, IN Sires-Silver div at Indiana Downs; second in INSS-Gold leg at Indiana Downs; third in INSS-Gold leg at Indiana Downs. At 3, second in INSS-Silver leg (twice) at Hoosier Park; third in INSS-Silver leg at Hoosier Park. As aged, winner of Ilse Casino LC leg at Pompano Park; second in Isle Casino Series leg at Pompano Park, Winners Circle OTB Trotting Series leg at Hoosier Park. First foal.

2nd dam

MISERY HALL p, 2, 1:59.2f, 3, 1:52.3s-'00 ($127,560) 21 wins, by CAMBEST p, T1:46.1. At 3, winner of Hopewell Series leg (3 times) at Hoosier Park, Neighborhood Series leg at Hoosier Park; second in Hopewell Series final at Hoosier Park, Neighborhood Series leg at Hoosier Park. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:53, 5 in 1:55) including-

VELOCITY VESPA (m, I Scoot Hanover) p, 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:52.2s, 1:49f; '16 ($414,727) 47 wins, as above.

3rd dam

MISTY ROO by CALL FOR RAIN p, 4, 1:49.3. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:57) including-

LA KAKA ROACHA (g, Cambest) p, 3, 1:52.2s, 4, 1:50.1s-'02, BT 1:54.2f-'10, 1:53.3f-'08 ($143,798) 22 wins. At 4, winner of Cam Fella Racing Series leg at Woodbine; second in Cam Fella Racing Series leg at Woodbine, Cam Fella Series final at Mohawk.

DA BUNNIE WABBIT (m, Historic) p, 2, Q1:56.3s-'03 ($11,785) 2 wins. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Woodstock.

4th dam

ATOMIZER p, 2, 2:03.3q-'77 ($1,149) 1 win, by MEADOW SKIPPER p, 3, 1:55.1. Dam of-

SQUIRTER (h, Keystone Ore) p, 2, 2:01.1h, 3, 1:53.3f-'88 ($601,294) 19 wins.

ABBATOM (g, Abercrombie) p, 2, 1:57.3s, 3, 1:51.2f-'95 ($313,124) 31 wins.

SPRAY CAN (m, Keystone Ore) p, 3, 1:58.1q, 4, 1:56.3s-'96 ($352,703) 22 wins. Dam of SOHO p, 2, 1:54.3f, 3, 1:50.2f-'02, BT 1:49.2f-'02 ($793,052); PETER V p, 3, 1:59h, 1:51.4f-'99 ($225,411) etc.

WATER TRUCK (h, On The Road Again) p, 3, 1:53.1f-'92 ($155,756) 33 wins.

VAPORIZER (g, Keystone Ore) p, 2, 2:05.1h, 3, 1:57.1f-'94 ($67,395) 23 wins.

AVAGO (g, Abercrombie) p, 3, 1:59f, 1:57f-'98, BT 1:56.3f-'98 ($57,222) 20 wins.

FORCED VENGEANCE (g, Beach Towel) p, 3, 1:56.4s-'98, BT 1:52.2f-'99 ($22,059) 4 wins. Say You'll Love Me (m, No Nukes) p, ($2,444). Dam of SUNDANCE HALL p, 2, 2:02.3f, 3, 1:55.3f-'05, BT 1:53.3s-'03 ($399,885); STILETTO HALL p, 2, 1:52.9f, 3, 1:54.2f, 1:52f-'09, BT 1:51.4f-'09 ($389,005) etc.

Scenter (m, Keystone Ore). Dam of PROBOSCIS p, 2, 2:01h, 3, 1:55.4f-'91 ($201,979); AAHM YOUR MAN p, 2, 1:55.1, 3, 1:52.2s, 4, 1:52h-'98, BT 1:51f-'97 ($201,750) etc.